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Abstract 26 

Mechanisms occurring at the atomic level are now known to drive processes essential for 27 

life, as revealed by quantum effects on biochemical reactions. Some macroscopic 28 

characteristics of organisms may thus show an atomic imprint, which may be transferred 29 

across organisms and affect their evolution. This possibility is considered here for the first 30 

time, with the aim of elucidating the appearance of an animal innovation with an unclear 31 

evolutionary origin: migratory behaviour. This trait may be mediated by a radical pair (RP) 32 

mechanism in the retinal flavoprotein cryptochrome, providing essential magnetic orientation 33 

for migration. Isotopes may affect the performance of quantum processes through their 34 

nuclear spin. Here, we consider a simple model and then apply the standard open quantum 35 

system approach to the spin dynamics of cryptochrome RP. We changed the spin quantum 36 

number (I) and g-factor of hydrogen and nitrogen isotopes to investigate their effect on RP's 37 

yield and magnetic sensitivity. Strong differences arose between isotopes with I=1 and I=1/2 38 

in their contribution to cryptochrome magnetic sensitivity, particularly regarding Earth's 39 

magnetic field strengths (25-65 µT). In most cases, isotopic substitution improved RP's 40 

magnetic sensitivity. Migratory behaviour may thus have been favoured in animals with 41 

certain isotopic compositions of cryptochrome. 42 

Keywords: animal migration, birds, Isotopic Resonance Hypothesis, nuclear spin 43 

effects, quantum biology, radical pairs, stable isotopes. 44 
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 3 

1. Introduction 51 

Life depends upon interactions between the constituent molecules of organisms. Isolated 52 

molecules are inanimate. But the physicochemical characteristics of biomolecules, which 53 

determine their interactions, are given by their constituent atoms [1]. Life therefore occurs, 54 

to some extent, at an atomic scale. Not all atoms of a given element are equal: elements 55 

occur as isotopes, i.e., atoms of the same element that differ in the number of neutrons in 56 

their nuclei, thus having different mass numbers and nuclear spins. The isotopic composition 57 

of molecules might be transferred across molecules, and across organisms, during 58 

molecular biosynthesis independently of the genetic code, as nucleic acids cannot 59 

determine their own isotopic composition [2]. Atomic properties like this may be responsible 60 

for some macroscopic characteristics of organisms, but this possibility has been only 61 

envisaged by some authors [3-5]. However, if the isotopic composition of biomolecules is 62 

responsible for macroscopic characteristics of organisms, this may have profound 63 

consequences for organic evolution. 64 

Different isotopic compositions of the same molecule (i.e., isotopologues) do not 65 

behave equally in some chemical reactions [6]. Stable isotopes, i.e., those not undergoing 66 

radioactive decay, are particularly relevant for organisms, because the nuclei of the most 67 

common biological elements (C, H, O, N and S) exist as 13 stable isotopes, making those 68 

biomolecules appear as mixed isotopologues. The different mass numbers of these stable 69 

isotopes give them slightly different properties, leading to their partial separation during 70 

chemical, biological and physical transformations in what is termed isotope fractionation. 71 

Fractionation occurs because of the influence in chemical reactions of the different masses 72 

(nuclei with more neutrons are heavier), volumes (nuclei with more neutrons are bigger) and 73 

spins (nuclei with certain spin values have a magnetic moment) of isotopes [7]. This explains 74 

the distribution of isotopes in the biosphere, as fractionation occurs first in the environment, 75 

then during plant photosynthesis, and lastly during animal metabolic reactions [8]. 76 
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Different experiments have proved that organisms grown under certain isotopic 77 

media or given diets with certain isotopes experience oxidative stress and resistance to 78 

change the isotopic composition of their tissues [9]. This has been observed at all levels of 79 

complexity, from microorganisms to vertebrates such as birds and humans, and in isotopes 80 

of elements such as H, C and N [10-12]. These studies indicate that organisms have a 81 

preferred isotopic environment, because there is an optimum isotopic composition of 82 

molecules under which biochemical reactions accelerate [9,13,14]. Concomitantly, an 83 

evolutionary optimization explains the negative physiological effects that organisms 84 

experience under deviations of their isotopic composition, even if adaptation can be 85 

achieved [9]. Chemical and evolutionary optimizations thus make likely that every organism 86 

has a specific isotopic profile that is not randomly determined by environmental influences. 87 

Yet, a small proportion of variation in the isotopic composition of animals is due to the 88 

incorporation of isotopes with the food [15,16]. Ecological studies even assume that the 89 

whole-body composition of an animal closely resembles that of its diet when tracking the 90 

trophic behavior of animal groups within a given species [8]. This is used to infer the trophic 91 

niche (isotopic niche or "isospace") of species of animals by plotting the composition of 92 

certain tissues in C isotopes against that of N isotopes. Isospaces show significantly 93 

differentiated, characteristic isotopic compositions of many species of animals, including 94 

hominids [17,18]. Importantly, isospaces do not overlap even between coexisting species 95 

that are morphologically and ecologically similar [19]. This supports the idea that, even 96 

considering the dietary source of variability in the isotopic composition of animals, every 97 

species may have a characteristic isotopic composition. This actually agrees with the 98 

existence of niche conservatism, i.e. the retention of ecological traits in species across 99 

space and time, as revealed by non-overlapping isospaces in ecologically similar species of 100 

animals [19,20]. These differentiated isospaces of animals have never been considered an 101 

intrinsic trait of species, but here it is hypothesized that the isotopic composition of molecules 102 
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might be more similar within animals belonging to the same species than between animals 103 

of different species (i.e., interspecific variability > intraspecific variability). Indeed, even if 104 

part of variation in the isotopic composition of animals is due to dietary incorporations, 105 

individuals of the same species share biochemical reactions of metabolism, thus 106 

experiencing isotope fractionation processes that must be more similar than in individuals 107 

of other species, which possess different metabolic profiles. This is because metabolic 108 

pathways are shared by all individuals of the same species, an observation that has allowed 109 

the development of metabolomics, in a similar way as genomics, as a useful tool to elucidate 110 

the evolution of species-specific traits in organisms [21,22]. Certain isotopic compositions in 111 

certain species may therefore favour some biochemical reactions and thus promote the 112 

evolution of important phenotypic traits. 113 

The development of the field of quantum biology suggests that biochemical reactions 114 

involved in physiological processes are mediated by quantum mechanisms [23,24]. One 115 

such mechanism is represented by radical pairs (RP), which are strongly influenced by 116 

isotopes [25] and are potentially responsible for animal magnetoreception: the ability to 117 

perceive the Earth's magnetic field and use it to orientate during migratory movements. This 118 

ability is most notably observed in birds, but has evolved in all major vertebrate groups and 119 

some invertebrates [26,27]. The mechanism of magnetoreception and the ability for 120 

magnetic orientation was proposed to be mediated by a light-initiated RP in the eyes of birds, 121 

whose recombination disruption by the magnetic field is recognized by the bird’s nervous 122 

system [28]. This is currently the leading theory of avian magnetoreception. Cryptochrome 123 

4 (CRY4), a pigment belonging to the only vertebrate protein class that forms radical pairs 124 

upon photo-excitation (flavoproteins), has been suggested to be the likely magnetoreceptive 125 

protein, localized in double-cones and long-wavelength single cones in the retina of birds 126 

[29]. Recent research has demonstrated that the photochemistry of CRY4 in night-migratory 127 

birds is more magnetically sensitive than that of some non-migratory species [30]. However, 128 
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the exact type of cryptochrome responsible for magnetoreception remains a subject of 129 

debate. There are five different types of cryptochrome found in birds’ retinas. In addition to 130 

CRY4, cryptochrome 1a (CRY1a) has been put forward as the likely site for a light-sensitive 131 

magnetic compass, due to its specific location in the outer segments of the ultraviolet cone 132 

cells of birds [31]. The majority of research into the role of RPs in magnetoreception has 133 

focused on birds. The RP mechanism could, however, be the same in other animals with 134 

magnetic orientation capabilities, as the expression of magneto-sensitive cryptochrome has 135 

been shown to occur in the retina of insects [32], and even of humans [33]. The capacity for 136 

magnetic orientation has also been shown to reside in the eyes of other mammals [34]. 137 

In its simplest iteration, an RP consists of two radicals (molecules with an odd number 138 

of electrons) that have been created simultaneously by chemical bond breaking or light-139 

induced electron transfer, forming a spatially separated but spin-correlated and possibly 140 

entangled electron pair. This entanglement is due to the fact that the RP is often assumed 141 

to be created in a singlet, or maximally entangled state, although other options have been 142 

discussed [35]. Due to external and local (hyperfine interaction) magnetic fields, the spin 143 

character of the radical pair is coherently interconverted between singlet (anti-parallel 144 

electron spins) and triplet (parallel electron spins) states [36]. The spin state of the electron 145 

(as a purely quantum mechanical concept) then influences subsequent chemical reactions, 146 

converting information about the magnetic environment into a chemical signature. As 147 

outlined previously, this mechanism has been hypothesized to be responsible for 148 

magnetoreception in birds: cryptochrome in the retina is photoexcited by light, forming an 149 

RP that is initially in the singlet state and is interconverted between singlet and triplet states 150 

by hyperfine coupling. The rate of recombination of singlet states also depends on the 151 

orientation of the Earth's magnetic field, and the interconversion is oscillatory coherent, 152 

generating a quantum beat that is used by birds for orientation [37]. See Figure 1 for details 153 

of the RP formation. 154 
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Magnetoreception in birds is strongly believed to be an RP mechanism based on 155 

retinal cryptochrome [38]. However, the strong influence that isotopes exert on RP 156 

mechanisms has been largely overlooked, with the exception of Player and Hore [39]. This 157 

influence is due to the fact that one of the dominant interactions involved in RP dynamics is 158 

the internal magnetic interactions, known as hyperfine interactions, which are caused by the 159 

surrounding nuclear spins that can interact with an unpaired electron. Nuclei can have no 160 

spin (e.g., 12C and 16O), integer spin (e.g., 14N and 2H) and also half-integer spin (e.g., 13C 161 

and 1H) [40]. Thus, different isotopes of an element can have different magnetic effects on 162 

the dynamics of the system. An RP with isotopes with certain spin undergoes fast triplet-163 

singlet conversion, while this is strongly delayed in the case of isotopes with other spins [25]. 164 

Cryptochrome molecules with isotopes with certain spin numbers might thus impair the RP 165 

mechanism, which might be favoured in cryptochrome isotopologues with other spin 166 

numbers (Figure 1). The ability for magnetic orientation and long-distance migration may 167 

therefore be more likely to arise in animals that have inherited cryptochrome molecules with 168 

higher proportions of isotopes with certain spin numbers. 169 

Here we hypothesize that the ability to conduct long-distance migration has evolved 170 

only in animals with a prevailing contribution of isotopes with certain spin to the 171 

cryptochrome molecule. To evaluate the potential of this hypothesis to explain interspecific 172 

variability in migratory ability, we modeled spin dynamics of the broadly accepted RP model 173 

of the cryptochrome-based avian compass. 174 

 175 

2. Methods 176 

We considered two different theoretical scenarios to investigate our hypothesis. Both involve 177 

the conventional radical pair approach, though there is some suggestion that adding a third 178 

radical improves the performance of the radical-based compass [41]. In the first scenario 179 

(Scenario 1), we explored a simple model with one hyperfine-coupled nucleus for the 180 
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calculation of the magnetic sensitivity (MS) of cryptochrome depending on different quantum 181 

spin numbers associated to different nuclei. We explored MS in a different range of 182 

anisotropic hyperfine coupling constants in the presence of an external magnetic field, 183 

similar to the Earth’s geomagnetic field. The second scenario (Scenario 2) looks more 184 

closely at isotope substitution of the specific model by changing the spin quantum number 185 

and also the g-factor for scaling the strength of hyperfine interaction for different 186 

geomagnetic field intensities. In this second scenario, we used the DFT calculations of 187 

nuclear hyperfine coupling tensors by Hiscock et al. [42] for cryptochrome, in addition to a 188 

simpler version with up to three nuclei that has previously been used by Jain et al. [43] and 189 

that assumes that all hyperfine tensors are simultaneously diagonalized. In this second 190 

scenario, we show that both singlet yield and MS change with isotope substitution. 191 

The spin dynamics of RPs are described by the following Hamiltonian: 192 

𝐻 = 𝐻#$$%&' + 𝐻)*+$,-.'$ + 𝐻/012&'3$ + 𝐻4.+56&, + 𝐻7816$&,                     (1) 193 

Among these five terms, the exchange, dipolar and nuclear Zeeman interactions usually are 194 

negligible as compared to the other two terms [44]. 195 

Two dominant interactions are conventionally taken to be involved in RP dynamics: 196 

one of them is the Zeeman interaction (𝐻#$$%&'), due to the magnetic field of an external 197 

source (e.g., the geomagnetic field). The other is due to internal magnetic interactions, 198 

known as hyperfine interactions (𝐻)*+$,-.'$) which are caused by the local surrounding 199 

nuclear spins that can interact with an unpaired electron. The RP Hamiltonian with one 200 

nucleus can thus be written as: 201 

                                                                        (2) 202 

where ‘I’ is the nuclear spin operator, S1, S2 ∈ :
;
 (σx, σy, σz) are electron spin operators (σx, σy, 203 

σz are the Pauli matrices), γ = µ0g is the gyromagnetic ratio, µ0 is the Bohr magneton, and g 204 

is the electron g factor (= 2.0023). We will consider the simplest case in which the hyperfine 205 

interaction is anisotropic, A = diag(0, 0, a) as well as the more complex case of A = diag(ax, 206 

1 2 1
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ.( ) . .H S S I Sg= + +B A
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ay, az). The external field (geomagnetic field) is characterized by B = B0(sinθcosφ, sinθsinφ, 207 

cosθ); B0 = 47 µT is the local geomagnetic field, and θ is the magnetic field orientation with 208 

respect to the molecular axis [45]. These interactions dictate the dynamics of the electrons’ 209 

spin state and can cause coherent conversion between singlet and triplet states. 210 

Different approaches have previously been used to tackle RP dynamics and 211 

recombination. These include Haberkorn's [46] master equation, the Jones-Hore 212 

measurement master equation [47], Kominis' [48] measurement master equation approach, 213 

which commonly includes the Liouville-von Neumann equation, as well as other open 214 

quantum systems approaches [49]. There remains some debate as to which is the best 215 

approach [44]. We use the Markovian quantum master equation approach to simulate the 216 

dynamics of the RP system of cryptochrome, similar to Gauger et al. [50]. In this quantum 217 

master equation approach, which conserves probability unlike the Liouville equations, we 218 

use the ‘shelving states’ and  to represent the singlet and triplet products that are 219 

spin-selected from the initial electronic singlet or triplet states of the RP. Mathematically, we 220 

use the direct sum to extend the Hilbert space of the radical pair to include the shelving 221 

states and  as extra basis vectors. The  recombination of the RP into singlet and 222 

triplet channels is modeled through decay operators. For example, for one nucleus model 223 

with I=1/2, there are eight projections, four projections for the 'up' (|↑>) state of nucleus 224 

 and, similarly, four projections 225 

for the 'down' (|↓>) nuclear state , 226 

 [49]. The singlet yield is defined as the proportion of 227 

recombined chemical products originating from the singlet precursor. One of the two events 228 

will occur, and the final populations of  and  give the singlet and triplet yield. 229 

The standard, GKSL (Gorini–Kossakowski–Sudarshan–Lindblad equation) master 230 

equation can be defined as [51]: 231 

S T

S T

0 0, , , ,, , , , , , ,S T T TP S s P T t P T t P T t
+ -+ -   =  =  =  = 

0 0, ,, , ,S TP S s P T t¯ ¯= ¯ = ¯

, ,, , ,T TP T t P T t
+ -+ -¯ ¯= ¯ = ¯

S T
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      232 

(3) 233 

where  are the projections on singlet and triplet, and N and M are the number of 234 

projection operators into singlet and triplet that depend on the Hilbert space of the nucleus. 235 

In the case of one nucleus with I=1/2, then N=2 and M=6, but in the case of one nucleus 236 

with I=1, then N=3 and M=9. L(r) is the standard Lindblad dissipator, used here to describe 237 

noise in the system. Several different noise models have previously been proposed, with 238 

different noise rates [50,52]. Here, we do not aim to explore all of the different noise models. 239 

As an important example we consider a special type of noise, perfectly correlated pure local 240 

dephasing noise, given by: 241 

 ,                             (4) 242 

where Γ is the dephasing rate. Results suggest that with this noise model MS is quite 243 

robust and is even enhanced by the presence of correlated dephasing Cai et al. [52]. 244 

The master equation is given in terms of the rates of recombination to singlet and 245 

triplet products, ks and kt, where H is given in Eq. (3). The dynamics of the master equation 246 

of the RP system were calculated using the QuTiP quantum toolbox in the Python module 247 

[53], which is developed for simulating quantum systems, particularly open quantum 248 

systems. 249 

Here, we aim at showing that isotopes react preferentially (in terms of singlet or triplet 250 

yield and MS) depending on their nuclear spin quantum number I and strength of hyperfine 251 

interaction, which is embedded in their g-factor. We thus explored the quantum spin 252 

dynamics of the RP to investigate isotope-dependent magnetic field effects in the specific 253 

system of cryptochrome. 254 

† † † † † †

1 1

1 1[ , ] ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

N M

s i i i i i i t i i i i i i
i i

i H k P P P P P P k P P P P P Pr r r r r r r r r
= =

=- + - + + - + +å å!
"

L

iP

(1) (2)
† † †

1,2

1( ) ( ) ,
2 2 2

z z
i i i i i i i

i
L L L L L L L s sr r r r

=

æ ö= G - + = +ç ÷
è ø

åL
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We only consider the spin dynamics, neglecting any effects related to nuclear mass 255 

and volume. This is possible due to the fact that, within the Born-Oppenheimer 256 

approximation, electronic properties (such as spin density) do not depend on the nuclear 257 

mass and nuclei are considered point charges in quantum chemistry, meaning that nuclear 258 

volume is also irrelevant [54]. Therefore, we need only to change the spin quantum number 259 

and the g-factor to explore the effect of isotope substitution (we explain in section 2.1 how 260 

g-factor affects hyperfine coupling constant). 261 

We made the following assumptions for the sake of simplification:  262 

1. All projectors have the same recombination rates. We have used two different 263 

recombination rates: ks=kt=k=0.1 µs-1 and 0.5 µs-1 (τ = 1/k = 10 µs and 2 µs, the lifetime of 264 

the radical pair, τ, is defined as the reciprocal of k) [50]. It is clear from the results that the 265 

sensitivity of the avian compass relies on the recombination rate, where a longer lifetime 266 

allows for greater singlet-triplet interconversion and resultant greater sensitivity. 267 

2. One electron of the pair has no hyperfine interaction and the other electron experiences 268 

a hyperfine interaction due to the surrounding nucleus.  269 

3. The initial state of our model ρ0 assigns a pure singlet state  to the 270 

electrons, and a completely mixed state to the nucleus due to its interaction with the 271 

neighboring soft matter environment, initial state  where N is the dimension 272 

of the Hilbert space of the nucleus (e.g., for one nucleus with spin 1/2, N=2, one nucleus 273 

with spin 1, N=3, and so on).  274 

4. Without loss of generality, the axial symmetry of the hyperfine tensor allows us to assume 275 

that φ = 0 [50]. 276 

Our analyses are consistent with previous analyses of singlet yield for various 277 

hyperfine interaction strengths for different spin quantum numbers, and reproduce the 278 

sensitivity behaviour shown by Cai et al. [52] and Lee et al. [55] for cryptochrome. The 279 

1 ( )
2

s = ¯ - ¯

(0) ( )I s s
N

r = Ä
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magnetic field effect was calculated as ΦS, i.e., the fractional yield of the singlet reaction 280 

product once all radical pairs have reacted. ΦS lies in the range [0,1] and is related to the 281 

triplet product yield by ΦT = 1- ΦS. To quantify the effectiveness of a radical pair as a 282 

magnetic compass, we define the anisotropy of the reaction yield, i.e. MS, as 283 

 (the difference between the maximum and the minimum singlet yield as a 284 

function of the inclination). S denotes the singlet yield and the max/min are with respect to 285 

the magnetic field orientation, the difference between the maximum and minimum values of 286 

ΦS being calculated as a function of the direction of the magnetic field vector, following the 287 

example of Lee et al. [55]. 288 

 289 

2.1. Isotope substitution 290 

Substitution of one nucleus X, with spin quantum number I and factor gn, by its isotope X’ 291 

with I’ and gn’, changes the number of lines detected by Electron Spin Resonance 292 

Spectroscopy from (2I+1) to (2I’+1) and the coupling constant from aX to aX’ = aX . gn’/ gn 293 

[56]. Thus, for example, replacing a proton  by a deuteron 294 

 increases the number of lines from 2*1/2 + 1 = 2 to 2*1 + 1 295 

= 3 and decreases the coupling constant from aH to aD = aH (0.8574/5.5854) = 0.1535 aH. 296 

On the other hand, substituting a 14N nucleus (14N = N = H; I = 1; gn = 0.4038) by its 15N 297 

isotope (15N = N'; I = 1/2; g'n = -0.5664) decreases the number of lines from 2*1 + 1 = 3 to 298 

2*1/2 + 1 = 2 and converts the coupling constant aN into aN’ = aN (- 0.5664)/0.4038 = -1.4027 299 

aN [56] (Figure 2). The properties of H and N and their isotopes are summarized in Table 1. 300 

As previously stated, different isotopes of a given element can have different 301 

magnetic effects on the dynamics of the system. Apart from the spin quantum number, the 302 

strength of hyperfine interaction can be determined via the nuclear g-factor. By varying the 303 

number of nuclear spins interacting with the RP, it is possible to investigate the effects of 304 

max min S S SDF =F - F

1( ; 1/ 2; 5.5854)nX H H I g= = = =

2( ; 1; ' 0.8574)nX H D I g= = = =
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different nuclear environments and thus draw some conclusions about the structure of 305 

cryptochrome, the biomolecule in which it is thought that the RP reaction takes place. 306 

 307 

3. Results  308 

3.1. Scenario 1. In this scenario, the only difference between the treatment of nuclei in the 309 

model lies in their spin quantum numbers, meaning that we investigate MS with respect to 310 

the hyperfine coupling of a single nucleus model for two different spin quantum numbers 311 

(I=1 and I=1/2). We also consider only the simplest type of anisotropy, with A = (0, 0, a). In 312 

this simplest case, we do not include noise in the model. The results of calculations of MS 313 

for different strengths of anisotropic hyperfine coupling are shown in Figure 3 and show a 314 

marked advantage for spin I=1/2 than I=1. These results are also useful in that they give us 315 

an idea of the best and worst hyperfine coupling strengths with respect to magnetic 316 

sensitivity, albeit in the limited case of simple anisotropy. 317 

In Figure 4 we again investigate MS for the two different spin numbers across a range 318 

of hyperfine coupling strengths, but in this instance we have included noise in the model. As 319 

previously specified, our aim was not to investigate the effects of different noise models.  320 

Given the calculations by Cai et al. [52] it appears that a specific noise model, such as a 321 

perfectly correlated dephasing model, may increase the performance of a chemical 322 

compass. We were interested in the effects that this noise model would have on radical pair 323 

dynamics for different isotopes. With noise incorporated into the model according to Eq. (4) 324 

with  for one nucleus with I=1/2, the maximum MS increases from 0.388 325 

(corresponding to a hyperfine coupling strength of 17.4 μT) to 0.411 (corresponding to a 326 

hyperfine coupling strength of 20.9 μT). For one nucleus with I=1, the maximum MS 327 

increases from 0.259 (corresponding to a hyperfine coupling strength of 8.7 μT) to 0.274 328 

(corresponding to a hyperfine coupling strength of 10.6 μT). 329 

 330 

3k kG= -
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3.2. Scenario 2. For this second scenario we used the data provided by Jain et al. [43], 331 

summarized in Table 2. These authors used three nuclei for each RP of cryptochrome (three 332 

nuclei for FAD•- and three nuclei for TrpH•+) instead of 11 nuclei for each RP as usually 333 

considered when investigating hyperfine coupling. For our purposes we focus specifically 334 

on the hydrogens H6 and H1 as well as the nitrogens N10 and N1 to compare results for 335 

isotopic substitution, see Table 2 for details. 336 

 337 

3.2.1. Scenario 2a. We investigated singlet yield with respect to the inclination (angle 338 

describing the orientation of magnetic field to the basis of the hyperfine tensor) of different 339 

N and H isotopes in the RP [FAD•- - TrpH•+] of the cryptochrome molecule, and explored the 340 

effect of isotope substitution. The results of these models are shown in Figure 5. It is clear 341 

that isotopes with integer spin have consistently higher singlet yield than half integer, even 342 

when taking into account their different coupling constants.  343 

Similar conclusions are obtained when investigating a two-nuclei model instead of 344 

single nuclear spin coupled to one of the electrons (Figure 6). In the two-nuclei model, there 345 

are four different combinations of isotopes: 1H14N, 1H15N, 2H14N and 1H15N. The Hamiltonian 346 

now gains an additional hyperfine term: 347 

 348 

Singlet yield is an interesting feature to consider with respect to RPs in the biological 349 

context. In addition to magnetoreception, singlet yield has been used to investigate a 350 

number of other biological functions which may depend on radical reactions. In reactions 351 

involving reactive oxygen species, singlet yield might be used as an indication of oxidative 352 

stress. The strong isotope dependence of singlet yield demonstrated in our results is 353 

potentially interesting with respect to observations that isotopic changes in diet lead to 354 

oxidative stress [9]. 355 

 356 

1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ.( ) . . . .H S S I S I Sg= + + +B A A
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3.2.2. Scenario 2b. Here we investigated MS with respect to the strength of Earth's 357 

magnetic field of different N and H isotopes in the RP [FAD•- - TrpH•+] and explored the 358 

effect of isotope substitution. Results are shown in Figure 7. Scenario 1 (see Figure 3) 359 

showed a clear difference between how spin number changes MS, with I=1/2 conferring 360 

greater MS than I=1. However, the effect of the spin number is also dependent on the 361 

hyperfine coupling strength, with I=1/2 performing best at larger coupling constants than I=1. 362 

In Scenario 2 it is more difficult to conclude that there is a favourable spin number with 363 

respect to MS. This is likely due to the influence of the specific hyperfine coupling constants. 364 

While the hyperfine coupling strength decreases with isotope substitution in hydrogen, it 365 

increases with isotope substitution in nitrogen. If we consider only the magnetic field strength 366 

relevant to migration, which is the geomagnetic field (25-65 µT), then for the case of both 367 

hydrogens, I=1 gives greater magnetic sensitivity than I=1/2. The case is less clear for 368 

nitrogen where both I=1/2 and I=1 show greater MS for specific magnetic field strengths 369 

over the geomagnetic window (25-65 µT). This could be due to the fact that although the 370 

coupling strengths for the nitrogen isotopes are further from the ideal values, the isotopic 371 

substitution from I=1 to I=1/2 confers some advantage. 372 

 373 

4. Discussion 374 

Before any definite conclusions can be made, it should be acknowledged that the model we 375 

have used is a toy model and is the simplest possible interaction of the RP. It serves, 376 

however, to illustrate the hypothesis that isotopes may play a distinct and definite role in 377 

macroscopic biological outcomes. This influence is exerted in various ways. Our theoretical 378 

results show that the spin quantum number (I) of a nucleus in an RP strongly influences the 379 

dependency of its MS on the strength of the hyperfine coupling. Considering a wide range 380 

of hyperfine coupling values from 0 to 350 µT, following Lee et al. [55], the maximum MS is 381 

considerably higher, and the asymptote is reached at larger hyperfine coupling values, when 382 
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I=1/2 (~20 µT) as compared to I=1 (~10 µT). These ideal hyperfine coupling strengths are 383 

considerably smaller than those given for the specific nuclei of the RP mechanism, see 384 

Table 2. Whether this distinction between I=1/2 and I=1 can be generalized to non-integer 385 

and integer spin would depend on the inclusion of higher spin isotopes. RP performance 386 

further improves when the noise model is perfectly correlated, suggesting that RPs in 387 

cryptochrome, as well as other biological processes, might be optimized by the unavoidable 388 

noise that is present in the environment, in accordance to Bandyopadhyay et al. [57]. 389 

Our results for the specific RP [FAD•- - TrpH•+] of cryptochrome also show strong 390 

differences in the dependency of the magnetic field effect (i.e., singlet yield) on inclination, 391 

between isotopes with different spin numbers (1H vs 2H and 15N vs 14N). In both FAD•- and 392 

TrpH•+ radicals, the H and N isotope with I=1 (i.e., 2H and 14N) consistently experience higher 393 

singlet yield along the whole inclination range than their counterparts with I=1/2.  394 

The marked isotope-dependence of singlet yield might also offer a novel explanation 395 

for isotope-induced oxidative stress, as reported in Zubarev [9]. The role that radical reaction 396 

intermediates might play in the chemistry and biology of reactive oxygen species is a 397 

growing field of research. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) include a wide variety of oxidant 398 

molecules with different properties and biological functions that range from signalling to 399 

oxidative damage [58]. In this context, the RP mechanism might give some insight. 400 

Usselman et al. show how yields of ROS in live cells are changed by RP dynamics, in 401 

particular coherent singlet-triplet mixing [59,60]. For an RP involving oxygen, the substitution 402 

of isotopes, which we have here demonstrated to change singlet yield, could thus change 403 

the balance of ROS, potentially causing oxidative stress. This is of direct relevance to the 404 

migration evolution hypothesis posed here, because migration is a physiologically costly 405 

strategy and, consequently, species of birds that conduct long-distance migration have 406 

comparatively higher levels of antioxidant resources [61]. It is likely, then, that the possible 407 

role of isotopes on the evolutionary origin of migration also leads to differences in oxidative 408 
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stress between migratory and non-migratory animals, something that should be explored in 409 

the future. The role that isotopes play in RP-mediated changes to singlet yield have also 410 

been investigated in a number of other biological contexts, including consciousness [62]. It 411 

would thus seem important to determine how isotopes facilitate or inhibit the development 412 

of biological functions that may confer some evolutionary advantage on an organism. 413 

It is interesting to note, however, that the greater singlet yield of nuclei with I=1 does 414 

not necessarily translate into greater magnetic sensitivity, as demonstrated by the results in 415 

Figure 7, for the MS of the H and N isotopes investigated in FAD•- and TrpH•+. We consider 416 

in particular the range of external magnetic field values corresponding to the geomagnetic 417 

field (25-65 µT). For both hydrogens, in contrast to the results given by the simple case 418 

investigated in Scenario 1 (Figure 3), MS is improved by isotope substitution with I=1. This 419 

is likely due to the hyperfine coupling environment. From the results in Figure 3 it appears 420 

that nuclei with I=1 perform better at smaller coupling constants. Isotopic substitution in 421 

hydrogen gives smaller coupling constants. However, further investigation would have to be 422 

done before definite conclusions are drawn. The case for nitrogen and its isotopes is less 423 

clear. Over the relevant geomagnetic window (25-65 µT), both I=1/2 and I=1 are more 424 

favourable at certain values of the magnetic field. For the specific nitrogen N10, the isotopic 425 

substitution with I=1/2 dramatically improves the MS at certain values of the field. While it is 426 

difficult to draw any absolute conclusions, it is potentially interesting that for both hydrogen 427 

and (at least partly) nitrogen, isotopic substitution acts to increase the MS. Although we have 428 

investigated here only isotopes of H and N, differences in the potential to contribute to the 429 

performance of cryptochrome as a magnetic compass are likely to exist also between 430 

isotopes of the other constituent elements of the molecule (i.e., C and O), as well as any 431 

element functioning in other biochemical processes (e.g., S and P). The fact that heavy 432 

isotopes are less abundant in nature than their lighter counterparts (in the case of d2H and 433 

d15N this being only 0.0115% and 0.364%, respectively, see Table 1) does not preclude the 434 
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possibility that differences in the isotopic composition of a biomolecule such as 435 

cryptochrome between species of animals generate differences in the performance of the 436 

involved biochemical process, despite the negligible effect of heavy isotopes on the speed 437 

of chemical reactions that is predicted by conventional chemical kinetics. The Isotopic 438 

Resonance Hypothesis, on the other hand, posits that optimal, 'resonance' abundances of 439 

stable isotopes reduce the complexity of biochemical systems, affecting the kinetics of direct 440 

and reversed reactions within the system and maximizing the efficiency of biochemical 441 

reactions [13,14,63]. The Isotopic Resonance Hypothesis has received empirical support 442 

from enzymatic reactions, also mediated by a quantum process such as quantum tunnelling 443 

[64,65]. Thus, the enzymatic catalytic action of luciferase on its substrate luciferin with a 444 

deuterium concentration in the local environment 2-4 times higher than the normal 445 

concentration of 150 ppm but still considerably low (250-350 ppm) exhibits a significant 446 

change that is not predicted by conventional chemical kinetics. This indicates that small 447 

concentrations of heavy isotopes exert disproportionately strong effects on the kinetics of 448 

enzymatic processes [66]. Similarly, animals with a cryptochrome composition enriched in 449 

isotopes of, for example, hydrogen and nitrogen may have a superior magnetic sensitivity, 450 

this not being hindered when such isotopes are heavy, such as deuterium (2H).  451 

Consequently, our results show that the isotopic composition of cryptochrome can 452 

exert significant effects on the performance of RPs, hence influencing the likelihood of 453 

developing an ability for magnetoreception and, thus, for migration. This means that the 454 

evolution of migration may be favoured only under certain isotopic compositions of 455 

cryptochrome. This has never been proposed before. But, indeed, non-adaptive origins of 456 

adaptive traits are relevant sources of evolutionary innovations, particularly for metabolic 457 

traits [67].  458 

Physiology is considered to have a foundational role in migration, which has been 459 

studied in detail (e.g., [68]). The evolutionary maintenance of migration is based on its 460 
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adaptive benefits, as it allows animals to get trophic resources that would otherwise be 461 

inaccessible, and is also well understood. However, it is unknown whether differences in 462 

migration among species are due to genetic or environmental effects [69,70]. Recently, a 463 

study on a single migratory bird species (the peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus) has 464 

revealed that divergence in the gene ADCY8 explains differences in migration distance 465 

between populations, but not why these birds always migrate in some extent [71]. As a 466 

consequence, the ultimate factors that generally drive animal migration and that explain the 467 

evolutionary appearance of this behaviour in some species and not in others remain 468 

undeciphered [72]. Interspecific differences in the isotopic composition of cryptochrome may 469 

therefore represent a general explanation for the origin of animal migration. 470 

An effective test of our hypothesis will require empirical comparisons of cryptochrome 471 

isotopologues between migratory and non-migratory species of birds or other animals. 472 

Some already existing empirical results, however, may support our proposal. In fact, an 473 

investigation on the isotopic composition of hair keratin in three species of coexisting bats 474 

resulted in an isospace (d13C vs. d15N) of a long-distance migratory bat (Pipistrellus nathusii) 475 

markedly distinct from the isospaces of non-migratory and mid-distance migratory bats 476 

(Pipistrellus pipistrellus and Nyctalus noctula) [73]. Considering that the isotopic profile may 477 

be consistent among all molecules of a species of animal (see Introduction), the latter results 478 

may be in accordance with the hypothesis proposed here. 479 

A causal association between animal isotopic profiles and their macroscopic 480 

characteristics would represent a non-adaptive and non-organic source of evolutionary 481 

innovations, and a connection between the mineral and the organic world, unveiling 482 

attributes of organisms not carried by their genetic code. The transference of atomic 483 

information across organisms would represent a DNA-independent inheritance that has 484 

never been investigated, but future studies should investigate if this may in fact be the 485 

evolutionary origin of animal migration and other biological processes. 486 
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Table 1. Nuclear isotope effect of nitrogen and hydrogen. 665 

# Name Symbol Z N A Spin I 
parity 

(µ in µN) Nuclear 
g factor 

(gn) 

Natural 
abundance 

Isotopic 
mass (u) 

1 Hydrogen H 1 0 1 1/2 + +2.7928 +5.5857 99.9885 % 1.0078 

2 Hydrogen H (D) 1 1 2 1 + 0.8574 +0.8574 0.0115 % 2.0141 

3 Nitrogen N 7 7 14 1 + 0.4037 +0.4038 99.636 % 14.0030 

4 Nitrogen N 7 8 15 1/2 - -0.2832 -0.5663 0.364 % 15.0001 

 µ in µN : Nuclear magnetic moment of spin I in h/2π. 666 
 667 

 668 
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Table 2. Hyperfine coupling tensors for the [FAD•- – TrpH+] radical system, taken 685 

from Hiscock et al. (2016). Following Jain et al. (2021), all hyperfine tensors are 686 

simultaneously diagonalized.  687 

Nuclei ax (μT) ay (μT) az (μT) 

N10 in FAD•- radical (14N) - 24.1 - 14.4 604.6 

N10 in FAD•- radical (15N) 33.8 20.2 - 848.1 

H6 in FAD•- radical (1H) - 530.4 - 433.6 - 197.6 

H6 in FAD•- radical (2H) - 81.4 - 66.6 - 30.3 

N1 in TrpH•+ radical (14N) - 63.6 - 53 1081.2 

N1 in TrpH•+ radical (15N)  89.2 74.3 - 1516.3 

H1 in TrpH•+ radical (1H) 1082.6 - 705.4 - 6.9 

H1 in TrpH•+ radical (2H) 166.2 - 108.3 - 1.06 

 688 
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 690 
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 699 

 700 
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Legends to figures: 701 

 702 

Figure 1. The radical pair (RP) mechanism in cryptochrome may facilitate 703 

magnetoreception in migratory animals. Within the protein cryptochome 4, a flavin 704 

residue and a tryptophan form a dyad that, upon photoexcitation, gives rise to a flavin radical 705 

(FH•, or FAD•-) and a tryptophan radical (W•, or TrpH•+). Then the RP can either produce 706 

photoproducts, or recombine to produce the original, zero-spin dyad molecule. The radical 707 

pair is initially in singlet state, but hyperfine coupling leads to conversion into non-reactive 708 

triplet states. The recombination reaction thus requires a triplet-singlet spin conversion, 709 

which is a function of the magnetic field, the nuclear spin and its projection, the nuclear 710 

magnetic moment, the hyperfine coupling constant, the frequency and amplitude of the 711 

magnetic field, and the interaction between unpaired electrons [27]. As the nuclear spin 712 

differs between isotopes, isotopes with specific I values experience specific hyperfine 713 

coupling between the unpaired electron and the magnetic nucleus, potentially leading to fast 714 

triplet-singlet conversion. This conversion is slower in isotopes with other I value. In the 715 

flavin-tryptophan radical pair, the triplet-singlet conversion rate depends on the orientation 716 

of the Earth's magnetic field, allowing orientation and migratory movements. Molecular and 717 

Earth images taken from Dreyer et al. [27] (open access content). Swift image belongs to 718 

Stuart Price (https://flic.kr/p/TLn66s) and is under CC BY-SA 2.0 license 719 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/). 720 

 721 

Figure 2. Hyperfine patterns occurring during the replacement of a proton (H) by a 722 

deuterium (D) and a 14N nucleus (N) by its 15N isotope. Following Gerson and Huber [56]. 723 

 724 

Figure 3. Modelling results for the magnetic sensitivity of cryptochrome (∆ΦS) for 725 

different spin numbers along a range of anisotropic hyperfine coupling strengths (a). 726 
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a) Here, the only difference between the treatment of nuclei in the RP model lies in their spin 727 

quantum numbers, meaning that we investigate MS with respect to the hyperfine coupling 728 

of a single nucleus model for two different spin quantum numbers (I=1 and I=1/2). In this 729 

simple case, we do not include noise in the model. The results demonstrate clear differences 730 

between the two spin numbers, with I=1/2 giving the greatest magnetic sensitivity for the 731 

greatest range of hyperfine coupling constants and the maximum sensitivity for also I=1/2 is 732 

considerably greater than I=1. b) For hyperfine up to 1.5 mT, the sensitivity reaches a 733 

plateau, which is equal to 0.16 for I=1 and 0.25 for I=1/2. 734 

 735 

Figure 4. Modelling results for the magnetic sensitivity of cryptochrome (∆ΦS) for 736 

different spin numbers along a range of anisotropic hyperfine coupling strength (a). 737 

a) With noise incorporated into the model, it is shown that MS can be improved for certain 738 

hyperfine coupling strengths. For a nucleus with I=1/2, the maximum MS increases from 739 

0.388 (corresponding to a hyperfine coupling strength of 17.4 μT) to 0.411 (corresponding 740 

to a hyperfine coupling strength of 20.9 μT). For a nucleus with I=1, the maximum MS 741 

increases from 0.259 (corresponding to a hyperfine coupling strength of 8.7 μT) to 0.274 742 

(corresponding to a hyperfine coupling strength of 10.6 μT). b) It is clear from the results 743 

that the sensitivity of the avian compass relies on the recombination rate. A good sensitivity 744 

requires a recombination rate that gives enough time for magnetic field effects to occur. 745 

Here it is shown that sensitivity decreases when increasing the recombination rate, i.e. 746 

shorter lifetime for the radical pair. 747 

 748 

Figure 5. Isotope substitution effects on the magnetic effect (singlet yield, ΦS) with 749 

different inclinations of cryptochrome for a one-nucleus model. The results are 750 

separately shown for the radicals of the RP system in cryptochrome (left panels: FAD•-, right 751 

panels: TrpH•+) and for different hydrogen (a: H6, c: H1) and nitrogen (b: N10, d: N1) nuclei 752 
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and their isotopes. It is clear that isotopes with integer spin have consistently higher singlet 753 

yield than half integer, even with different coupling constants. Singlet yield is an interesting 754 

feature to consider with respect to RPs in the biological context. In addition to 755 

magnetoreception, singlet yield has been used to investigate a number of other biological 756 

functions which may depend on radical reactions [62]. In reactions involving reactive oxygen 757 

species, singlet yield might be used as an indication of oxidative stress. The strong isotope 758 

dependence of singlet yield demonstrated in our results is potentially interesting with respect 759 

to observations made that isotopic changes in diet lead to oxidative stress [9]. 760 

 761 

Figure 6. Isotope substitution effects on the magnetic effect (singlet yield, ΦS) with 762 

different inclinations of cryptochrome for two-nuclei model. The results for the four 763 

different combinations of hydrogen and nitrogen isotopes for the two-nuclei model are 764 

shown. Results are relatively similar to those of the single-nucleus model (Figure 5), with a 765 

minimum at about 90º singlet yield. Singlet yield is greatest for the case in which both nuclei 766 

have integer spin, that is for N14 and deuterium. 767 

 768 

 769 

Figure 7. Isotope substitution effects for the magnetic sensitivity of cryptochrome 770 

(∆ΦS) along a range of strength values of an external magnetic field (B). Examples of 771 

different nuclei in the radicals of the RP system in cryptochrome are shown (from to down 772 

panels: H6 in FAD•-, N1 in TrpH•+, H1 in TrpH•+, N10 in FAD•-). Scenario 1 (see Figure 3) 773 

showed a clear difference between how spin number changes MS, with I=1/2 conferring 774 

greater MS than I=1. However, the effect of the spin number is also dependent on the 775 

hyperfine coupling strength, with I=1/2 performing best at larger coupling constants than I=1. 776 

In Scenario 2 it is more difficult to conclude that there is a favourable spin number with 777 

respect to MS. This is likely due to the influence of the specific hyperfine coupling constants. 778 
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While the hyperfine coupling strength decreases with isotope substitution in hydrogen, it 779 

increases with isotope substitution in nitrogen. If we consider only the magnetic field strength 780 

relevant to migration, which is the geomagnetic field (25-65 µT), then for the case of both 781 

hydrogens, I=1 gives greater magnetic sensitivity than I=1/2. The case is less clear for 782 

nitrogen where both I=1/2 and I=1 show greater MS for specific magnetic field strengths 783 

over the geomagnetic window (25-65 µT). This could be due to the fact that although the 784 

coupling strengths for the nitrogen isotopes are further from the ideal values, the isotopic 785 

substitution from I=1 to I=1/2 confers some advantage. 786 
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